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============================================================================== 

Results Summary: Multiple Choice Responses 

============================================================================== 

 

                                  % Disagree-----.   .-Strongly Disagree % 

                              % Agree--------.   |   |   .-Don't Know % 

                        % Strongly Agree-.   |   |   |   |   .-Not Applicabl % 

                                         |   |   |   |   |   |        # resp-. 

1 The course material was well          60  40   0   0   0   0              45 

   planned and appeared to follow an 

   orderly sequence. 

2 The textbook(s) and/or other          49  42   7   0   2   0              45 

   recommended reading materials 

   were useful and important 

   complements to the course. 

3 In general, the instructor was        64  36   0   0   0   0              45 

   well prepared for classes. 

4 The instructor was always punctual    76  24   0   0   0   0              45 

   and gave forewarning of possible 

   absences from classes. 

5 The instructor was able to explain    42  58   0   0   0   0              45 

   ideas and concepts clearly. 

6 Generally, the instructor has made    76  24   0   0   0   0              45 

   this course as interesting as the 

   subject matter would allow. 

7 The instructor's speaking style       64  33   0   0   0   2              45 

   and mannerisms enhanced the class 

   presentations and discussion. 

8 The instructor's written or oral      13  18   4   0   7  58              45 

   comments on my work have been 

   useful. 

9 The instructor encouraged             24  49  13   0   2  11              45 

   questions and/or student 

   discussion. 

10 The basis on which grades were       87  11   0   2   0   0              45 

   determined was stated at the 

   beginning of the course. 

11 The exams and assignments were       76  24   0   0   0   0              45 

   fair assessments of the learning 

   expected in the course. 

 



12 Considering the size of the          91   9   0   0   0   0              45 

   class, return of exams and 

   assignments has been prompt. 

13 The instructor has been available    62  18   0   0  18   2              45 

   for consultation outside of class 

   time. 

14 Individual students were treated     87  11   0   0   2   0              45 

   with respect and without 

   prejudice. 

15 The instructor stimulated            36  47   9   0   7   2              45 

   independent thinking and a 

   questioning attitude. 

16 Considering my reasons for taking    73  24   2   0   0   0              45 

   the course, I am satisfied with 

   it. 

 

                              # Average------. 

                          # Heavy--------.   |   .------Light # 

                                         |   |   |                    # resp-. 

17 Given that a full course load is      1  27  13                          41 

   five courses, the work required 

   in this course was:  

 

                                  # 3------------. 

                              # 2------------.   |   .----------4 # 

                          # 1------------.   |   |   |   .----------5 # 

                                         |   |   |   |   |            # resp-. 

18 Your year of study                   33   9   0   3   0                  45 

 

                              # 3 to 7-------. 

                          # 2 or fewer---.   |   .----8 to 20 # 

                                         |   |   |                    # resp-. 

19 How many other courses have you      38   5   0                          43 

   taken in this department? 

 

                          # Yes----------.   .---------No # 

                                         |   |                        # resp-. 

20 Is this course part of your          37   6                              43 

   proposed major? 

 

 

 



============================================================================== 

Results Summary: Text Responses 

============================================================================== 

A. What aspects of the course and/or instructor's teaching are good and 

   should be retained? 

B. Which aspects need improvement? What suggestions do you have for such 

   improvements? 

C. Do you have comments regarding the questionnaire itself? Please comment on 

   any aspect of the course and/or the instructor's teaching that you think 

   important and which was not covered in the questionnaire. 

============================================================================== 

 

A. The three tests with two counting is nice in case you mess one up. 

B. None. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

B. Don't go through the powerpoints so fast - it is hard to keep up. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. Michael is very funny during the class... But something is so boring, made 

   me fall asleep. 

B. I think if the instructor give us a assignments to do ... it will be 

   better. Give more past paper for us to do. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. Powerpoint slides are very good and easy to follow. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. The LABS were a great help in understanding concepts talked about in class 

   and in textbook. 

B. I do not believe that the powerpoints need to be printed out. I found it 

   better to take notes and I concentrated more when I took notes. However, 

   having the powerpoints available on WebCT was great just in case I missed 

   someething in class. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. The lab questions are very helpful when studying for exams. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. The amount of example questions provided for class labs. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. - good sense of humour makes classes more interesting 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. Well prepared, good use of humour to engage the audience. 

B. To get the ball rolling at the start of class and not trail off for longer 

   than 10 minutes. Students would rather be ahead of schedule and have less 

   classes through the year than listen to someone trail off for the first 

   15-20 minutes of a class. 

C. N/A 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. - Michael made Macroeconomics as interesting as the subject matter would 

   allow. I enjoyed his enthusiasm and sense of humour. - He always went out 

   of his way to prepare useful questions for the labs. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. - Lab questions - text book - he made it very entertaining B. - None C. - 

Really Good and easy course - Great teacher - Anyone who says it's hard 

   probably shouldn't be here :) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. - Clearly Outline how the tests will be. - Try to help us do better on the 

   tests rather than worst. 

B. - Pick classes that are not a 9 in the morning. - Just kidding. 

C. N/A 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. Humour! Makes economics better to sit through! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. Michael always tried really hard to make the class as interesting as 

   possible since the material is so boring. I really appreciated his 

   enthusiasm. 

B. It was very frustrating when I started the course cause I would print out 

   the notes before hand and then he would use a different set and e- mail 

   them out later. In the future it would bwe more useful to post the actual 

   slides you will be using so we don't have to print off two sets. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. All of it. Very entertaining, cares about his students doing well. Labs 

   are very helpful. 

B. More explanations/examples in lab. Goes a little too fast sometimes. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. All aspects of his teaching and teaching methods are good and he should 

   continue to exactly teach the way he is. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. - Great Attitude - Fun Light atmosphere - enjoyed coming to class B. - More 

case study like applications. Possibly - help to get through the 

   dry stuff 

C. N/A 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. He is always prepared for class, makes the topics as interesting as they 

   can be, and he is a pretty funny guy. I strongly recommend him as a 

   professor, and intend on taking courses from him in the future. 

B. Generally he was good, sometimes you had to write Notes really fast, but 

   he sends out the slides later anyways. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. - Keeping the class as entertaining as possible, even though the material 

   is boring. - I also really liked the style of the exams. - Overall, this 

   was a pretty fun class. 

B. - The only things that possibly need improvement are:  

- it would be nice if you kept the slides up a bit longer instead of going 

   through them so fast 

- it would have been a little more helpful if you sent the lab q. out earlier 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. His jokes and fun starts to each class - it makes you enjoy coming. 

   Overall, very good teacher. 

B. He goes way too fast through the Powerpoint slides and it makes it harder 

   to get a grasp of the concept. 

C. - He lied to us after the first midterm and said he'd make up for the fact 

   that he didn't release a certain set of answers. He gave us no lab that 

   week to make up for it, even though we get no lab after any midterm. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. Everything. 

B. Nothing. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. Comedy is well appreciated. The marking system is good. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. Tests were a fair expectation of what we had learned. 

B. Sometimes you went to fast through pp slides and we were not sure what was 

   important to know and write down. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 



A. The midterms are fair, and the labs are very useful which is great for 

   extra practice. 

B. Class discussion about the current economy would be interesting and 

   relating it to the concepts in class. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. - Good balance of entertainment and information - though I didn't go to 

   lab, lab questions were very helpful. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. Funny guy. Makes the most boring material acceptable. 

B. Better communication about material excluded from final. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. - The Prof was really good. - The intros he put on was a good way to start 

   a class. - Using the board alongside the projector is a very good way of 

   teaching. 

B. N/A 

C. - Great Prof. - I will recommend taking his course anytime. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. - uses real life examples - able to keep things interesting though dry 

   material - I like the practise Lab Questions. Especially the explanation 

   on HOW TO GET THE ANSWERS. 

B. - Give more assignments out. (maybe) 

C. No. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. - Clearly Outline how the tests will be. - Try to help us do better on the 

   tests rather than worst. 

B. - Pick classes that are not a 9 in the morning. - Just kidding. 

C. N/A 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. - Material followed the textbook closely - organized - the midterms were 

   fair assessments - helped us prepare for the midterm B. - Wasn't always 

prompt at answering emails/questions. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. - does a great job to make things interesting and fun B. - I think the 

class could benefit from powerpoint presentations that were 

   more carefully edited to get rid of all the useful crap that we don't need 

   to know. - It would also be nice to not just have multiple choice 

   questions for the lab but a few short answer, I think it would help in 

   learning. - with the bonus assignment it would be useful if they were a 

   bit more relevant to what we were learning and had specific due dates for 

   them. - I think this class could also benefit from a short assignment in 

   each section. - don't schedule macro and micro class back to back. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. everything was fine 

B. nothing 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. - Makes course interesting consider material - Slides on WebCT - Warning 

   of what will be on test - clear. - Motivation to do study guide and lab by 

   using them as test questions 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. His Humor! 

B. More exciting stuff. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 



A. - Your tests are VERY fair - I like your relaxed manner and your jokes - I 

   like that you use slides, but also talk and write on the boards - You are 

   very good at explaining concepts 

B. - Sometimes I think we get hung up on one idea and then have to rush 

   through the rest of the chapter - Other than this, this class needs no 

   improvement! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. - Made the class fun. - Midterms were fair (thumbs up) B. None, really good 

course! 

C. Best Prof./teacher I've had all year! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. Labs are very well done. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. very enthused about the course, makes it easy to become absorbed in 

   lectures. 

B. Spend a little more time showing important slides ... not that big of a 

   deal though because they are posted online. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A. - sense of humor was greatly appreciated - well prepared for lectures - I 

   like the different intros to lectures - GREAT JOB TEACHING MIKE!!! 

B. - Midterms on the same day for Macro & Micro were somewhat difficult, but 

   other than that, everythings good. 

 

 

 


